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The Succession of St. Mark
Apostolic Traditions and the Origins

of the Egyptian Church
(Saint Mark to Demetrius)

On an early seventh-century ivory relief from Alexandria, now
preserved in the Musée du Louvre in Paris (Fig. 1),1 the figure
of Saint Mark the Evangelist appears in the foreground, seated

on a throne and surrounded by a group of bishops who are gathered
together beneath the gate of a city. In the background, tiny human
figures lean out of the windows and balconies of a miniature
cityscape—the residential skyline of late antique Alexandria—in order
to catch a glimpse of the holy gathering below.

This Alexandrian relief, carved virtually on the eve of Arab rule in
Egypt, conveys to the viewer a vivid, visual sense of the emerging self-
identity of the Coptic church and its patriarchate during the first six
and a half centuries of its existence. The haloed figure of Mark—
enlarged in relation to the other figures, seated in honor on an episcopal
throne, holding his Gospel in his left hand and raising his right in a ges-
ture of blessing—was viewed in church tradition as the founder of the
Egyptian church and the first in a long line of bishops (also known as
Alexandrian patriarchs or popes) who would succeed him in leader-
ship of the church. Early Christian traditions recording Saint Mark’s
reputation as the founder of the church in Alexandria will be a primary
focus of this first chapter.

In the Louvre relief, the thirty-five bishops who stand in a semi-
circular choir around Mark are meant to represent his immediate
successors as patriarchs—or popes2—of Alexandria. The number of
bishops depicted here has helped scholars to date the relief: it was
probably carved during the reign of the thirty-sixth patriarch of
Alexandria, Pope Anastasius (A.D. 607–619), or perhaps on the occasion
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of his death and the consecration of his successor Andronicus in the
year 619. It is noteworthy that the seventh-century artist of the ivory
relief has portrayed the successors to the throne of Saint Mark in mute
imitation of the evangelist: those on his left (the viewer’s right) hold
copies of Mark’s Gospel in their left hands; those on his right (the
viewer’s left) raise their right hands, mirroring his silent gesture of holy
blessing. Throughout the history of the Coptic church, the authority of
the Egyptian patriarchs has been understood to derive from the imita-
tion of Mark’s virtues and from a direct lineage of apostolic succession. 

This book begins by mining the ecclesiastical ideologies behind this
artifact from the early history of the Egyptian papacy. The stories about
Saint Mark’s founding of the church in Alexandria, and the discourses
about apostolic succession and papal authority, not only reflected the
self-perception of the Egyptian church in late antiquity but also helped
shape that identity in a determinative way. How and when did these
stories and discourses develop, and what do they say about how the
church in Alexandria (and the rest of Egypt) viewed its leadership? As
has been noted already in the preface, this book is not just about the
Alexandrian patriarchs themselves, but about the developing relationship
between the patriarchs and their church—more specifically, about what
the discourses surrounding the patriarchs (in historical, hagiographical,
and liturgical sources) tell us about the evolving identity of the
Egyptian church leadership and its relation to its local setting. 

In this context, it is important not to ignore the tiny figures peopling
the cityscape background of our ivory relief from the Louvre. Indeed,
our task in this first chapter and throughout this book is to place
ourselves as historians in the texture of this Alexandrian scene, to
climb up onto their balconies and to peer down with them, straining to
hear the whispers of the gathering below. Those whispered discourses—
found in private (and public) letters, lives of martyrs and saints, and
manuscript illuminations, as well as “official” church histories—will
tell us much about the emergence of the Coptic papacy in late antique
Egypt, and even more about how the identity of the Coptic church
was shaped in relation to its leadership.

Traditions about Saint Mark 
and the Founding of the Church in Egypt

Traditionally, Mark the evangelist has been viewed by Copts as the
founder of their church and as the first in the line of Alexandrian
patriarchs. What do we know about Mark as an historical figure?
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What early Christian sources witness to the tradition of associating
Mark with the earliest Alexandrian church? Finally, what does the
development of this tradition tell us about the emerging identity of the
Alexandrian patriarchs as successors to Saint Mark? 

The Search for the Historical Mark
While the New Testament writings give us some information about
Mark, they do not connect him directly with the early Christian mis-
sion to Alexandria. In fact, there is no mention of the Alexandrian
mission in the New Testament itself. Mark (also known in the book
of Acts as John Mark)3 was a companion of the early Christian mis-
sionaries, Paul and Barnabas. Mark’s close relationship to Barnabas
apparently even involved family ties: he is identified as Barnabas’
cousin (Gr. anepsios) in Colossians 4:10. 

In the version of events recorded in Acts, Mark first accompanied
Paul and Barnabas on their first journey to Seleucia and Cyprus as a
“helper” (hupêretês; Acts 13:5). Then, he traveled with them to
Pamphylia in Asia Minor (modern day Turkey), where he left the
party and returned to Jerusalem (13:13). Mark’s departure was later a
source of tension within the group. The author of Acts reports that
when Paul suggested to Barnabas that they make a second missionary
journey to revisit churches, Barnabas wanted to take Mark along again.
However, Paul adamantly refused to take with them “one who had
deserted them in Pamphylia and had not accompanied them in the
work” (Acts 15:36–41, esp. verse 38). As a result of their disagreement,
Paul and Barnabas parted ways, with Barnabas taking Mark with him
again to Cyprus, and Paul himself traveling back to Syria and Cilicia
(15:39–40). The Acts narrative provides no more information about
Mark’s role in the early Christian mission.4

Mark is also linked with the apostle Peter in the New Testament
and other early Christian sources. In the closing salutation of 1 Peter
(5:13), the writer conveys greetings to his readers from Mark.5 Early
Christian traditions surrounding the writing of the canonical Gospel
of Mark have also connected Mark with the figure of Peter. Even
though its writer is never identified in the work itself, Mark was credited
as the author of the Second Gospel at least by the early second century.6

This tradition of authorship first appears in the writings of Papias,
bishop of Hieropolis (A.D. 120–130).7 Papias describes how Mark,
while not an eyewitness to the life of Christ, acted as Peter’s “trans-
lator” or “interpreter” (hermêneutês) in the writing of the Gospel.8
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According to Papias, Mark “wrote accurately, although not in order,
the things that had been said and done by the Lord,” and in doing so
followed Peter, “who used to compose his teachings for practical use
and not as a systematic arrangement of the Lord’s sayings.” It is debat-
able whether Papias provides us with reliable evidence concerning
the process by which the Second Gospel took shape;9 indeed, one
scholar has suggested that Papias’ primary concern was to defend the
trustworthiness of Mark’s account by linking his role as interpreter as
closely as possible to Peter as an apostolic source.10

Nonetheless, this tradition about Mark’s role as the associate and
interpreter of Peter also appears in other second-century Christian
writings, where Mark’s writing of the Gospel is further connected
with Peter’s mission at Rome. Irenaeus of Lyons, in his work
Against Heresies (ca. 180–200), describes how, after Peter’s death in
Rome, “Mark, the disciple and interpreter of Peter, also handed
down to us in written form the things that had been preached by
Peter.”11 Clement of Alexandria (ca. 160–215) preserved a variant
tradition in which Mark is said to have written his gospel in Rome
while Peter was still alive, as a record of Peter’s preaching.12 The
accounts recorded in these two sources were probably based on the
earlier tradition found in Papias and represent later developments
upon that tradition that link Mark’s Gospel more closely to the
prestige of Peter’s church in Rome.”13

The reference to Mark in 1 Peter 5:13 would only seem to reinforce
this early link between Mark, Peter, and the church at Rome. In that
text, the writer sends final greetings to his readers in Asia Minor: 

She who is in Babylon (hê en Babulôni), chosen together with you,
sends you greetings; and so does my son Mark.

This short passage, with its cryptic reference to “she who is in
Babylon,” has been the subject of considerable debate. Most scholars
accept that the Mark mentioned here is the evangelist (referred to in
this verse as Peter’s spiritual son), and that the female pronoun “she”
refers not to an actual person, but to the church (which is a feminine
noun in Greek, hê ekklêsia). Thus, the passage should read: “The
church who is in Babylon . . . sends you greetings.” 

However, we are left with questions concerning the reference to
Babylon. Does this suggest that the writer (whether Peter or a later
follower) was sending this letter from the city of Babylon in
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Mesopotamia? This is quite doubtful, as there are no early Christian
traditions from this period connecting Peter (or Mark for that matter)
with Babylon of Mesopotamia. 

Some scholars have tried to argue that this reference in 1 Peter
actually gives us our first evidence for Mark’s association with the
church in Egypt.14 In antiquity, Babylon was also the name of a
Roman garrison town on the Nile just south of modern day Cairo.15

In light of later traditions about Mark’s founding of the Alexandrian
church (discussed below), it would be tempting to read 1 Peter 5:13
as corroborating evidence; however, two problems make such an
interpretation unlikely. First, despite Mark’s reputation as the
founder of the church in Alexandria, the stories told about him in the
early church make no mention of his traveling to the fort at Babylon
or other parts of Egypt. Second, there is no evidence from early
Christian sources that that military post became a Christian center in
the first few centuries A.D.16 As one scholar has noted, a small military
camp at the branch of the Nile does not seem like the likeliest place
to locate the writing of this letter addressed to congregations in Asia
Minor.17 Third and finally, recent archaeological investigation has
demonstrated that the fortress at the site of Babylon in Old Cairo
was not built until the last decade of the third century, during the
reign of the Roman emperor Diocletian (A.D. 284–305).18

In light of these problems, it is wise to look elsewhere for a solution.
Most now opt to interpret “Babylon” metaphorically as a reference
to the city of Rome. By the end of the first century, ancient Jewish
and Christian apocalyptic writers both began using “Babylon” as a
symbolic name for the imperial city.19 In the early church, this
symbolic usage is typified by the writer of Revelation (14:8; 16:19;
17:5; 18:2, 10, 21), who envisions the fall of Babylon (Rome) as the
result of God’s judgment. In ancient Jewish and Christian interpre-
tation, Babylon was often remembered as a place of exile; thus, in
the context of 1 Peter, the writer may be evoking Babylon at the
conclusion of his letter to convey to his readers his sense of solidarity
with them as “exiles of the Dispersion” (cf. his opening greeting in
1:1).20 In any case, both the contemporary use of “Babylon” as a
coded reference to Rome and the context of 1 Peter itself would
seem to support a Roman setting for the letter and for Mark’s asso-
ciation with the apostle Peter in that setting. To find the earliest evi-
dence for Mark’s association with the Egyptian church, one must
look elsewhere.
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The Earliest Sources and Traditions 
about Saint Mark as the Founder of the Egyptian Church

The earliest undisputed witness to Saint Mark’s role as founder of the
church in Egypt is the fourth-century church historian, Eusebius of
Caesarea. In his landmark History of the Church (completed in the year
325), Eusebius writes: “Now, they say that this Mark was the first to have
set out to Egypt to preach the gospel, which he had already written down
for himself, and the first to have organized churches in Alexandria
itself.”21 Several points are worth noting about Eusebius’ account. 

First, Eusebius connects the tradition about Mark’s founding of the
Alexandrian church with the earlier traditions about Mark’s writing of
his gospel in Rome, and attempts to establish a basic chronology of
Mark’s ministry. In the paragraph preceding his account of Mark’s
mission in Alexandria, Eusebius relates how Mark wrote his gospel in
Rome in response to personal appeals among the Christians in that city
for him to write down the apostle Peter’s teachings.22 In fact, Eusebius
cites Clement of Alexandria, and then refers to the writings of Papias
of Hieropolis to confirm the tradition that Rome was the setting for
the composition of Mark’s gospel. (In the case of the latter, Eusebius
notes how Papias understood the reference to Mark and the church in
Babylon in 1 Peter in light of this Roman provenance.) Immediately
after this, Eusebius enters into his account of how, while in Egypt,
Mark preached from the gospel he had written. Here we see an example
of how apostolic traditions were collected and “collated” in the early
church. Thus, in his account, Eusebius brings together two separate
regional traditions about Mark and sets them in order within an
abbreviated chronological narrative.

As an aside, Eusebius’ concern with establishing an apostolic
chronology is also evident in his work entitled the Chronicle, in which
he places Mark’s arrival in Alexandria in the third year of Claudius’
reign, or A.D. 43.23 The dating of Mark’s arrival would become a con-
tested issue in the history of the Egyptian church: different sources
from the early and medieval church present dates that range from A.D.
39 to the year 49 or 50.24 The “official” medieval church history of the
Copts, the History of the Patriarchs, eventually dated his arrival “in
the fifteenth year after the Ascension of Christ” (ca. A.D. 48).25 These
divergent datings reflect the difficulty of the historical task in the early
church: beginning with Eusebius, church writers tried to pinpoint the
date of Mark’s mission in Alexandria despite a preponderant lack of
available information.
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Second, what do we in fact know about Eusebius’ sources of
information regarding this tradition? While he attempts to establish
a chronology of Mark’s work in Rome and Egypt, Eusebius does not
specify where he learned about the story of Mark’s founding of the
Alexandrian church. In contrast to other places in his History where
he credits previous writers as sources of information (as in the case of
Mark’s mission to Rome), Eusebius does not explicitly mention any
written sources regarding Mark’s activity in Alexandria. The language
he uses (the Greek verb, phasin—“they say,” or “it is said”) may sug-
gest that he is relying on hearsay or some form of orally-transmitted
tradition, or alternatively it may refer to some unspecified written
source.26 In any case, given the context of the passage, it is likely that
Eusebius is alluding to a by-then well-known tradition in the
Egyptian church.

Third and finally, Eusebius actually gives us very little information
about Mark’s mission to Alexandria. Indeed, we learn only that Mark
preached “the gospel, which he had already written down,” a detail that
may derive simply from Eusebius’ attempt to combine the Roman and
Alexandrian traditions about Mark into a coherent and unified historical
narrative. Other than this, his account reads like a stereotypical summa-
ry, reporting Mark’s establishment of churches, and extolling the
numerical success of his mission: “Such a great assembly of those
who had come to believe in that place—both men and women—
came together from his first effort . . . that Philo deemed their pas-
times, gatherings, meals, and every other aspect of their life worthy
of being recorded in writing.”27 Even in adding this last detail about
the nature and size of the community Mark founded, Eusebius
betrays the limitations of his knowledge, as he mistakenly identifies
the earliest Alexandrian church with a community of Jewish ascetics
that the writer Philo of Alexandria documented in the first century
A.D.28 The relatively late date of Eusebius’ recording of this tradition
about Mark, the sparseness of the information he provides, and his
susceptibility to historical error in reporting this tradition have led
many Western scholars to doubt the historicity of Mark’s reputation
as the father of the Egyptian church.29 For such scholars, the story
of Mark’s establishment of churches in Alexandria is more easily
explainable as a later attempt by the church to ground its history in
the life of a revered, apostolic figure. Was this tradition about Saint
Mark, then, simply a product of the historical consciousness of the
fourth-century Alexandrian church? 
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While this judgment prevails among many Western scholars, in
the last half century the situation has grown even more complicated
with the discovery of a previously unknown letter attributed to the
second-century writer Clement of Alexandria that refers to Mark’s
mission in Alexandria.30 The contents of the letter are controversial.
The writer tells his recipient (a man named Theodore) about a secret
gospel written by Mark while the evangelist was in Alexandria, and
includes a fragment from that gospel, in which Jesus raises a youth
from the dead and then receives him in a mysterious, nightlong ritual of
initiation. This account of a secret gospel written by Mark in Alexandria
is intriguing for our purposes, especially in light of the testimony of the
late fourth-century theologian John Chrysostom that the evangelist
wrote his gospel in Egypt.31

Unfortunately, however, the authenticity of this discovery remains
the subject of heated debate. While some scholars have supported the
claim that Clement was the original author of the letter, the issue of its
authorship has also sparked strenuous opposition.32 In fact, on the
basis of the available textual evidence some critics have even raised the
possibility that the work might be a modern forgery.33

That being said, if this letter proved to be authentic, it would provide
us with our earliest evidence to date for the tradition locating Mark’s
ministry in Alexandria. Like Eusebius, the writer of the letter links this
Alexandrian tradition with the tradition surrounding Mark’s writing
of his (canonical) gospel in Rome:

[As for] Mark, then, during Peter’s stay in Rome he wrote [an
account of] the Lord’s doings, not, however, declaring all [of
them], nor yet hinting at the secret [ones], but selecting those he
thought most useful for increasing the faith of those who were
being instructed. But when Peter died as a martyr, Mark came
over to Alexandria, bringing both his notes and those of Peter,
from which he transferred to his former book the things suitable
to whatever makes for progress toward knowledge [gnosis].
[Thus] he composed a more spiritual Gospel for the use of those
who were being perfected. Nevertheless, he yet did not divulge
the things not to be uttered, nor did he write down the hiero-
phantic teaching of the Lord, but to the stories already written
he added yet others and, moreover, brought in certain sayings
of which he knew the interpretation would, as a mystagogue,
lead the hearers into the innermost sanctuary of that truth hidden


